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The  Domesrir System produced most mclnufectvred  goods  before the Indvrtriol  Revolution.  Under
fhir  system, en entire frrmily  worked together a+  home to make cloth, below, and  other products.
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Civilian Hordshipswere  greater  during the Civil  War  than  in
any other  American war. “ThaMothsr’s  Sacrifice:’ above, typifies
the sentimentality of the period, and show a little  child leaving
his home to become (I  drummer boy.
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The women . . . are held as slaves. They are bought or stolen in China

and brought here . . . after the term of prostitution service is up, the

owners so manage as to have the women in debt more than ever, so

that their slavery becomes life-long . . , Sometimes women take opium

to kill themselves . . . They have come to the asylum all bruises. They

are beaten and punished cruelly if they fail to make any money. When

they become worn out and unable to make more money, they are

turned out to die.” (Clinton 118)
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It is a most disgusting business, this of running to intelligence offices,

and unfit for a lady . . . ladies elegantly dressed in one room waiting to.

choose, and a crowd of hideous Irish monsters in another waiting to be

chosen. Out of the lot it is rare to be able to select one fit to enter a

decent house.’
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II# 13 Go West, young man!

Roilroads  helped tame  the
West. The train at  right ran
wt  of Virginia City,  Nav., M
lhe Virginia d. Truck**  line.
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